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Abstract— Soft pneumatic actuators provide many exciting
properties, but controlling them without the use of bulky and
expensive flow-control valves can be difficult and computationally expensive. We seek a solution to this problem by
introducing an inexpensive and reliable muscle-like linear soft
actuator used antagonistically to operate a rigid 1-DoF joint,
resulting in a system that combines the advantages of rigid and
soft robotics. Using this setup, we performed precise motion
control using a sliding mode feedback controller as well as a
sliding mode controller augmented by a feedforward term to
modulate the state of solenoid valves that drive each actuator.
We found that both controllers performed equivalently well in
following a step function and in responding to a disturbance.
The feedforward augmented controller performed significantly
better when following dynamic trajectories over a range of
frequencies and with the addition of an external force. The next
step will be to modify our valve control scheme to allow for
the determination of both the position and stiffness of the joint,
better leveraging the advantages of soft pneumatic actuators.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Soft pneumatic actuators first emerged in the 1950s with
the development of the McKibben Artificial Muscle [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5]. Fluidic Elastomeric Actuators [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10] were developed recently to advance the applications of
soft pneumatic actuators towards a bio-inspired soft robotic
vision. While soft actuators provide many exciting properties,
these properties are largely academic without the ability to
control them with precision and repeatability. The control of
soft pneumatic actuators, which would enable more practical
applications for wider adoption, is a topic that is only
recently being addressed.
Motion control of pneumatic soft actuators remains a
challenge. The dynamic behavior of these actuators includes
a nonlinear and non-trivial time delay as pressurized air is
introduced through valve commands. Moreover, since flowcontrol valves are bulky and expensive, the solenoid valves
commonly available offer only two operational states: on and
off. This makes it difficult to precisely control the pressure
or flow rate of air inside each actuator.
In this paper, we introduce the advanced motion control
of a simple 1 degree of freedom (DoF) revolute joint driven
by a new class of pneumatic soft actuator that combines the
properties of the McKibben Actuator and the Fluidic Elastomeric Actuators. Figure 1 displays the proposed pneumatic
soft linear actuator. Similar to McKibben actuators, these
elastomeric actuators have two symmetrical helical fibers,
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Fig. 1. A CAD model (left) and a physical prototype (right) of the proposed
soft pneumatic linear actuator, which offers convenient physical and fluidic
connectors to operate rigid kinematic linkages.

which create geometrical constraints under pressure to ensure
that the actuator only undergoes axial deflection. They are
inexpensive, while allowing for straightforward and rapid
fabrication. In addition, the case study detailed in this paper
provides a realistic application of soft actuators to operate
rigid kinematic systems in an antagonistic arrangement (as
seen in Figure 3). Our approach is to operate a 1-DoF
revolute joint, as a representative system, controlled precisely
using only one solenoid valve for each soft actuator.
While motion control of the recently developed soft pneumatic actuators has little precedence, literature describes
specialized methods of controlling traditional rigid pneumatic piston actuators. Due to valving hardware limitations,
the general approach is to utilize the duty cycle of a
pulse width modulation (PWM) signal of solenoid valves
to regulate position errors. Gentile et al. [11] proposed a
proportional integrative (PI) controller with position feedforward for linear position control. Varseveld et al. [12]
proposed a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller
with added friction compensation and position feed-forward
for the piston position control. Shih et al. [13] applied
fuzzy control and a modified differential PWM to control
the position of a pneumatic rodless cylinder. However, this
method needs to determine a membership function and fuzzy
rules, which increases complexity and reduces repeatability.
Kyoungkwan et al. [14] proposed a switching algorithm
for control parameters using a learning vector quantization
neural network. In addition, [15], [16], [17] control the
piston using an analytical model. This model is based on
the whole piston system, and not a single actuator. A sliding
mode control approach was presented in [16] and [17],
which requires multiple solenoid valves for each actuator,

Fig. 3. A CAD model (left) and a physical prototype of the 1-DoF revolute
joint operated by the proposed soft actuators in antagonism.

Fig. 2.

The fabrication process of the proposed soft linear actuator.

increasing complexity.
Based on our prior work in this space, we present two
different controllers to address the motion control problem
of soft actuation. The first one is a sliding mode controller
[18], while the second one combines the developed sliding
mode controller with a static mapping function to create a
feedforward augmented sliding mode (SM+FF) controller.
Experimental results indicate that both controllers are capable of achieving high levels of precision, but that the SM+FF
controller is more effective, especially for dynamic trajectory
following scenarios and under a payload.
The contributions of this work include:
• Introduction of an inexpensive and reliable muscle-like
linear soft actuator that can be driven by larger pressure
values compared to earlier prototypes;
• Development of a benchtop setup to test soft actuator
control on rigid kinematic mechanisms, resulting in a
realistic system combining the advantages of rigid and
soft robotic approaches; and
• Precise motion control of a soft actuation system using
two different control techniques by the modulation of
one solenoid valve for each actuator.
This paper starts with a description the design and fabrication of the soft actuator. It continues with a discussion of the
properties of the 1-DoF joint we used to test the controllers.
Next, it describes the problem formulation, including a
lumped dynamic model of the soft linear actuator and the
derivation of the two controllers. Finally we will describe
our experimental findings and conclude the paper.
II. D ESIGN AND FABRICATION
A. Fabrication of the soft actuator
The presented soft linear actuator was made by molding
silicone rubber (Smooth-on Dragonskin 10) in a 3-D printed
mold. The step-by-step fabrication process (shown in Fig. 2)
is described below:

Step 1: Insert a carbon fiber or metallic rod of appropriate
diameter into the center of the body mold to create
the hollow cylindrical core inside the actuator.
Introduce silicone rubber into the body mold with
the rod inside, the top connector mold and the
bottom mold.
Step 2: After silicone rubber has cured, remove the rod
inside the body mold, then remove the silicone from
the body mold.
Step 3: Tie two symmetrical helices of thread around the
cylindrical silicone rubber body guided by the
grooves. Apply an outer layer of uncured silicone
rubber around the threads to permanently bond the
thread to the actuator.
Step 4: Embed the connector into the top mold just before
the silicone rubber had fully cured. Once cured,
remove the top and bottom silicone rubber pieces
from their respective molds. Bond these to the
silicone rubber body with a thin layer of uncured
silicone rubber.
B. Joint Design
As a benchtop test setup, we developed a simple 1-DoF
revolute joint. As the proposed soft linear actuators only
work in extension, bidirectional operation necessitates the
use of two actuators in antagonism. The final prototype can
be seen in Figure 3. In addition, an optical encoder (CUI
Inc. AMT 203) was mounted on the rotation axis to offer
reliable joint angle feedback for closed loop control.
The joint is designed to be longer than the nominal length
of the actuators, forcing them to be pre-strained during
assembly. This prevents the actuators getting in the way of
joint movement when not under pressure. Without a prestrain that keeps the soft actuators under tension, the joint
will collide with an actuator during operation, forcing it to
compress and buckle outwards, and reducing the mobility of
the joint. The original threaded length of the actuators are
approximately 50 mm, which is stretched to be around 75
mm, for a pre-strain of 50%.
C. Antagonistic Solenoid Valve Operation
Each of the two actuators controlling the joint were
connected to a 20 psi [138 kPa] pressurized air line and

TABLE I
C OEFFICIENTS OF S OFT ACTUATOR DYNAMIC M ODEL UNDER VARYING
D UTY C YCLES (95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS )
ao
0.2332
Fig. 4.

bo
1.3588

co
1.4474

∆a
0.2476

∆b
1.0165

∆c
0.5170

The two PWM control signals of the two actuators are opposite.

Fig. 5. The experimental data from a representative duty cycle (65%) step
input and its corresponding second order dynamic curve fit.

each controlled by a separate solenoid valve. To approximate
pressure inputs between 0 and 20 psi [138 kPa], we operated
the valves with a 30 Hz PWM signal. This resulted in a
1-DoF system being controlled by two separate inputs. To
simplify joint control, we created a antagonistic scheme,
where the valves are always in opposition to each other as
depicted schematically in Fig. 4. Thus, if Valve A has a
PWM signal with a duty cycle of 70%, Valve B will have a
duty cycle of 30%. To control the joint angle, we specify a
single number between 0 and 100 corresponding to the duty
cycle of Valve A.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

(ao − ∆a, ao + ∆a), bb ∈ (bo − ∆b, bo + ∆b) and b
c ∈
(co − ∆c, co + ∆c) are bounded uncertainty parameters.
ao , bo and co and ∆a, ∆b and ∆c are the mean and 95%
confidence interval values of a, b, c. The Figure 6 shows the
variation of parameters b
a, bb and b
c for duty cycles ranging
from 35% to 65% under 20 psi [138 kPa] pressure input.
Table I shows the extracted values of these parameters.
Equation (2) can be rewritten in state-space form as:
ẋ = Ax + Bu(t)
(3)


 bc 
0
1
where x = θ, θ̇ , A =
b
1 B = b
b
a , 0 . Thus, an
− ba − ba
iterative sliding mode controller can be designed for motion
control based on the given dynamic model and bounded
uncertainty parameters. For a given reference xref , the
position error is given as:
h

A. Sliding Mode Controller Design based on Lumped System
Dynamics
Relying on electrical circuit equivalence of pneumatic
systems [9], the dynamic behavior of the 1-DoF joint can be
approximated as a lumped second order dynamic equation
as:
θ = C1 e(−t/τ 1) + C2 e(−t/τ 2) + C0
(1)
Where C1 , C2 are constant coefficients, τ1 , τ2 are time constants, and C0 is the steady-state static angle, with a one-toone relation to the PWM duty cycle, indicating the angle the
joint will converge after the dynamic terms dissipate. Figure 5 displays results of fitting equation (1) on experimental
step pressure input data at 65% duty cycle.
The dynamic response of the actuator (1) can then be
described as the second order system:
b
aθ̈ + bbθ̇ + θ = b
cu(t)

Fig. 6. A box plot representation of the dynamic coefficients for joint
response to duty cycles of 35% to 65% under 20 psi [138 kPa]. The red
line is the mean, the blue box is 1 standard deviation, the black lines are
the 95% confidence bounds, and the red crosses are outliers.

(2)

where θ is the rotation angle with respect to time, u(t)
is the input Duty Cycle of the PWM signal and b
a ∈

iT

ex =Gx (xref − x),

(4)

where Gx = [C, 0]. We define a non-negative Lyapunov
function candidate and its derivative as follows:
Vx =

ex 2
≥0
2

V˙x = ex e˙x ,

(5)
(6)

and select a desired dynamic error manifold as:
e˙x + Dx ex = 0,

(7)

where Dx is a positive constant. Plugging (7) into (6), we
obtain a non-positive Lyapunov function derivative as:
V˙x = −Dx ex 2 ≤ 0,

(8)

Fig. 7.
Steady state angle response at various duty cycles and the
corresponding mapping mapping function. Adjusted R2 value for the fit
is 0.9993.

Fig. 8. A comparison of the two control algorithms on a step response.
Small variations in the starting point of each trial are a result of frictional
effects.

which will ensure stability. Combining (3) and (4),
˙ − ẋ)
e˙x = Gx (xref
˙ − Ax − Bu(t))
= Gx (xref

(9)

= Gx B(ueq (t) − u(t)),
Gx B(ueq (t) − u(t)) + Dx ex = 0,

(10)

where ueq (t) is the continuous equivalent control input,
which is difficult to calculate [19]. Rearranging (9) reveals:
ueq (t) = u(t) + (Gx B)−1 e˙x .

(11)

Approximating ueq (t) with ueq (t − ∆t), where ∆t is the
time step yields the iterative sliding mode control law:
u(t) = u(t − ∆t) + (Gx B)−1 (e˙x + Dx ex )
−1

For simplicity, we define K = (Gx B)
tuning factor as:

(12)

as a scalar positive

u(t) = u(t − ∆t) + K(e˙x + Dx ex ).

(13)

B. Feed Forward Controller Design
In order to improve this control algorithm, we made use of
the fact that a given control input converges to a single steady
state angle. We experimentally determined these input-output
combinations and fit a 3rd order polynomial to the data
that returned the approximate antagonistic PWM duty cycle
to reach a given angle, as shown in Figure 7. We then
incorporated this mapping function to add a feedforward term
to the sliding mode controller (SM+FF) as:
uh (t) = Map(θref ) + u(t)

(14)

In this equation, uh (t) is the SM+FF output signal, u(t) is
the controller signal from (13), and Map(θref ) is the mapped
PWM duty cycle, which results in the reference angle in
steady state. Substituting in, we obtain:
uh (t) = u(t − ∆t) + K(e˙x + Dx ex ) + Map(θref ) (15)
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We first tested our controllers against a step reference,
displayed in Figures 8 and 91 . The control loop was run at
1 These

experiments and others can be seen in our attached video.

Fig. 9. The feedforward assisted sliding mode controller offers precise
position control under step reference signals in both directions. As they are
pre-strained, the actuators are never under compression.

38 Hz, which was sufficiently fast when compared to our
system response time. As shown in Fig. 8, the differences
between the Sliding Mode and SM+FF controller for this
simple case are trivial. The control coefficients used for
all experimental results were tuned through preliminary
experiments to be K = 30 and Dx = 0.0033.
Next, we tested our controllers with a more complicated
signals: offset sinusoids with frequencies between 0.2 and
1 Hz.Experimental results of these trials can be seen in
Figures 10 for the 0.2 and 1 Hz sinusoidal waves. These
figures indicate that the sliding mode controller follows a
sinusoidal trajectory with a constant time delay with respect
to the reference signal. At lower frequencies, it follows the
input signal with a slight lag, while at higher frequencies
it lags behind with a reduced amplitude due to the slow
dynamic characteristics of the soft actuators.
The SM+FF controller, on the other hand, follows a
more unique path. At lower frequencies, it catches up with
the input signal before each peak and overshoots slightly.
Though its amplitude is higher than the reference signal, the
SM+FF response is minimally phase shifted at lower frequencies, providing a level of compensation for slow actuator
dynamics. At higher frequencies, the SM+FF controller can
no longer catch up with the reference signal, only slightly
less phase shifted than the sliding mode controller, but it
offers a more accurate amplitude.
Figure 12 shows a plot the root-mean-square (RMS) error

Fig. 10. A comparison of the two control algorithms tracking 0.2 Hz (top)
and 1 Hz (bottom) sinusoidal waves.

Fig. 12. Root mean square (RMS) tracking error (top) and the corresponding phase shift values (bottom) of tracking sinusoidal waveforms of a range
of frequencies.

Fig. 13. Step reference tracking using the SM+FF controller under a 200 g
payload.

Fig. 11. A series of snapshots taken from a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal wave tracking
experiment using the SM+FF controller.

and phase shift of the two controllers over the given range of
sinusoidal frequencies. Both values increase with frequency,
but the SM+FF controller maintains lower tracking errors
and phase differences for all frequencies tested.
In addition, to test the robustness of our controllers, we
performed the same low-frequency experiment with a 200 g
weight pulling perpendicular to the joint in the positive
angular direction to quantify the performance of the SM+FF
controller when the mapping function is disturbed through
external loading (see Figure 13). The results of this experiment can be seen in Figure 14, which indicates that,

even with an incorrect mapping the SM+FF controller still
outperforms the sliding mode feedback controller.
Finally, we explored the ability of the controllers to
respond to a sudden disturbance, performed similarly to the
previous experiment. For these experiments, we utilized a
step reference signal and added the 200 g payload shortly
after the set point is reached. The results of this test can
be seen in Figure 15, which demonstrates that the two
controllers respond similarly, with limited improvement from
the SM+FF controller.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we discussed the design and fabrication of
a new generation of soft pneumatic linear actuators and
developed a 1-DoF revolute joint driven by two of these
actuators antagonistically. We also derived a sliding mode
feedback controller for controlling a this joint, then combined
it with a static mapping function to provide feedforward
assistance to the sliding mode controller (SM+FF). The
SM+FF controller was notably more effective in following

for full 2-DoF control. Arrangements of these rigid kinematic
systems will be used as part of a robotic arm fully driven by
soft linear actuators with controllable stiffness.
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